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	Boost your SoapUI capabilities to test RESTful and SOAP APIs with over 65 hands-on recipes


	About This Book

	
		Quickly gain simple-to-use building blocks to power up your SoapUI toolkit
	
		Use Groovy scripting and open source technologies to add the SoapUI functionality you need to successfully test RESTFul and SOAP APIs
	
		Access reusable step-by-step technical solutions to common and more advanced real-world test scenarios



	Who This Book Is For


	This book is aimed at developers and technical testers who are looking for a quick way to take their SoapUI skills and understanding to the next level. Even if you are new to SoapUI but have basic Java skills and a reasonable grasp of RESTFul and Soap web services, then you should have no problem making use of this book.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Generate tests, refactor interfaces, and learn how to develop stub REST and SOAP service implementations using Java
	
		Create data-driven tests and check results using MySQL, in-memory H2 DB, MongoDB, file, and ActiveMQ datasources
	
		Develop dynamic data-driven REST and SOAP service mocks using Groovy scripting to quickly provide realistic test service implementations
	
		Automate functional and load tests and run mocks by creating Shell, Java, JUnit, Gradle, Groovy, and Maven scripts
	
		Test AWS and OAuth 2 cloud-based services including Dropbox and Google's Gmail API



	In Detail


	Packed with practical guidance, this book will show you how to build core SoapUI skills, integrate open source libraries, and code the extra functionality needed to quickly overcome common and advanced API test problems.


	Building up your skills, you will progress to more advanced topics such as Groovy scripting, testing secured services, load test concurrency issues, using plugins and developing your own!


	So when out-of-the-box SoapUI can't do exactly what you need or the quick guidance you require just isn't there, then take, tweak, and use what you need from a broad range of practical examples in this book and customize your way to API testing success with coverage of SOAP, REST, and Groovy.
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LiveCode Mobile Development Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Everyone you know has a smart mobile device of some kind. You probably own several!

	The general idea of having utility applications on a phone is not new, and even cell phone and PDA games have existed for years, but the way that the iPhone used touch instead of

	a stylus or keyboard, and gestures to reduce the number of steps to do...
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Computer Science Logo Style 2/e, Vol. 1: Symbolic ComputingMIT Press, 1997
This book isn’t for everyone.

Not everyone needs to program computers. There is a popular myth that if you
aren’t “computer literate,” whatever that means, then you’ll flunk out of college, you’ll
never get a job, and you’ll be poor and miserable all your life. The myth is promoted...
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Building a Cisco Network for WIndows 2000Syngress Publishing, 2000
The release of Windows 2000 Server represents a major advance in the integration of Microsoft's and Cisco's network technologies. Windows 2000 provides an LDAP-compliant directory service called Active Directory. It is accessible over any TCP/IP based internetwork, including the Internet. As such, the Active Directory is the foundation of this...
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Broadband Packet Switching Technologies: A Practical Guide to ATM Switches and IP RoutersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
The effective design of high-speed, reliable switching systems is essential for moving the huge volumes of traffic and multimedia over modern communications networks. This book explains all the main packet-switching architectures, including all theoretical and practical topics relevant to the design and management of high-speed networks. Delivering...
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Implementation and Applications of DSL TechnologyCRC Press, 2007
This book offers deep industrial insight into the development of DSL technologies and their related applications in the telecommunications industry. It compiles the expertise of industry specialists from various perspectives, including chip designers, information theorists, systems engineers, service providers and more. It addresses in a rigorous...
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Machine Learning with the Raspberry Pi: Experiments with Data and Computer Vision (Technology in Action)Apress, 2019

	
		Using the Pi Camera and a Raspberry Pi board, expand and replicate interesting machine learning (ML) experiments.  This book provides a solid overview of ML and a myriad of underlying topics to further explore. Non-technical discussions temper complex technical explanations to make the hottest and most complex topic in the...
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